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Originally inspired by the author's personal surgery experience and a
school Social Action Project, 11 year old Rylee Landau has generated
something extremely special with Jake's Ache." Joseph Carmody, MD,
Maimonides Medical Center, Brooklyn, NY" and it can it in the best way
possible! Lori knows just how Jake feels because she didn’t know what to
expect when she needed surgery. Lori being truly a helpful gal, decides
to tell her cousin her story because she doesn’t want Jake to experience
nervous., FAAP, Joe DiMaggio Children's Hospital, Hollywood, FL “Jake’s
Ache is a fun and cheerful story that'll be enjoyed by children and
their families as they prepare to possess a positive surgery knowledge.
As protagonist Lori says, "Whether it’s tonsils, an ear, or perhaps a
knee. Let me get to the point— you’ll have to believe me. When I was
youthful and having surgery, I'd have loved this publication.. Jake’s
Ache Rocks! What are doctors and surgeons saying about Jake's Ache?
“This amazing book will help countless children cope with the worries
that arise when they need medical procedures." This young author makes
it very easy to trust and love Lori and worry less about an upcoming
surgery time.” Scot G McAfee, MD, Maimonides Medical Center, Brooklyn,
NY “Rylee's reserve answers the two main questions a child who is having
surgery has: "Offers anyone else experienced this before?" and "AM I
GOING TO be Okay? But poor Jake also got an ache in his tummy from
fretting about his surgery day time.” Marie V. Sanford, MD, New York-
Presbyterian/Weill Cornell INFIRMARY, New York, NY "A fantastic book for
children compiled by a thoughtful dude, Jake's Ache will help any child
know very well what to expect when having surgery." Robin Innovator D.”
Monica E Lopez, MD, Texas Kids’s Hospital, Houston, TX "I think every
surgery waiting room/ hospital/ clinic should have a copy of this
publication. Jake learns everything he must know to be confident,
prepared and less anxious on his surgery day time.O.. (In fact, I’m
confident adults getting medical procedures would obtain something out
of this book as well). Description of the book: Lori tells her story to
her small cousin Jake, who experienced an extremely painful ache and
discovered that he needed to have surgery.
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 Definitely a great purchase. "Jake's Ache" is nothing but comfort at
its best!! This is a fantastic book for just about any child who comes
with an upcoming operation or surgical procedure. What a special book!
While Good-Bye Tonsils experienced more information to prepare her
designed for the surgery, it really is much longer. This one was brief
and upbeat and the rhyming managed to get a fun read. After reading the
books, discussing the medical procedures, assuring her we'd be there,
and a lot of cuddles, she was a champ on surgery day! This is a
fantastic book for just about any child who comes with an operation or .
Between your 2 books, this is her favorite. Comforting and informative
for any child! It's amazing that nothing beats this existed -- and it's
really a delightful story by a young writer who knows her viewers! It
was perfect for my 7 calendar year previous grandson that had surgery,
he liked it quite definitely and it seemed to possess comforted him
understanding what to expect beforehand. He actually took it to a
healthcare facility with him on the day of his surgery! Comfort your
child with "Jake's Ache!" This book can be an invaluable resource for
just about any child facing a surgery! With whimsical and smart, rhyming
verse and multi-colored illustrations, this book will catch and engage
the interest of small patients headed to the hospital. The text is
interesting, re-assuring and is crafted to quell any child's (and
parent's!) medical fears. You can see why this was chosen as an Amazon
notable pick. My 4 12 months old daughter simply had surgery to possess
her tonsils and adenoids taken out. She is a beginning reader therefore
she read this reserve to herself several times aswell... We bought 2
books for all of us to read jointly to try to ease their concerns; This
book is crucial BUY to greatly help explain surgery from a kid's
perspective. The author does an excellent job in her descriptions of the
before, during and after. The tone of the reserve is friendly however
reassuring, and the facts of what to expect aren't only true but will
alleviate any fears. A really great great book. VERY, VERY helpful This
book is terrific. It eased the fears of my kid. And my daughter was very
interested to learn it was written by a child who went through surgery.
It even ready ME for what things to expect! No method I could have
explained it all that well and in a fun way. And the drawings are fun
too!! As you can imagine, she was feeling extremely anxious about the
whole lot therefore was her 6 12 months old brother. this book is
extraordinarily helpful and easy for kids of all ages to relate to For
those who who has or knows a child who will be experiencing hospital
period, this publication is extraordinarily helpful and easy for kids of
all ages to relate with. Very nice, comforting, informative and well
written book! Five Stars The illustrations are amazing! this publication
and Good-Bye Tonsils. Five Stars Actually cute book and loved the
drawings!!Perfect for Easing just a little One's Worries This book was
wonderful.
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